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Ëstb:7916 S 
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o9- q. 

9, aeftaS 85Ít AUf 
jas too o20 
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Telegram : UNIWOMEN 

Website: sndt.ac.in 
fats:- 29 A, 203 

(Co-ordinator) AlGUAIUIa tàarutaat qcarZ YGtt 

" B. Com of any statutory 
University with specialization in 
Accountancy and Auditing 

" Five years administrative 
experience in similar capacity. 

" Age : Not less than 30 years of 
age and unless already in the 
service of the university or 
affiliated colleges not more than 
40 years of age 

qarta 

(Consolidated 
Payment) 

5.90,000-5. 

¿0,000/ 

6.80,00o/ 

3.29,900/ 



31. 

fèruis (Peon) /uz 

fotfaes-fa-betacs (Clerk 
cum-Typist) 

ffües-fa-ptas (Clerk 
cum-Typist) 

efuco-fa-toetUG (Clerk 
cum-Typist) 

" Proficiency in Marathi and 

" Mininum Qualification S.S.C 
passed as per rule. Experience 
of Office Work; ability to heavy 
work is necessary. 

" Who are not less than 18 years 
of age and not more than 33 
years of age. (38 years to SC, 
ST, NT/DT, OBC & SBC 
candidates of Maharashtra 

State only) 

in 

" Proficiency 
Language. 
Minimum Qualification Degree 

with GCC any faculty, 
certificate in typing-Marathi-30 
W.p.m. English-40 

in Marathi 

W.p.m. The selected candidate 

has to complete MS-CIT within 
two otherwise years 
appointment will be terminated. 
B.Com with knowledge of 

accounts software is 

desirable/will be preferred. 
" Not less than 18 years and not 

more than 33 years (38 years to 
SC, ST, NT/DT, OBC & SBC 

AGtal afrtà (Clerk- candidates of Maharashtra 

cum-Typist) State only). 

years 

age limit for 

Handicapped relaxed upto 45 

"Proficiency in Marathi and 

English languages. 

qarta 

(Consolidated 
Payment) 

5.92,30o/ 

B.94,39c/ 

(3t. faea�, aizatsz) 

English languages. 

fetuco-fà-�ebdaE t gà iv) Maximum 
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S.N.D.T.WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY 

1,Nathibai Thackersey Road, New Marine Lines, Mumbai- 400 020 

WALK IN INTERVIEW 

fayt UHIO walking interview feI5 31/05/2023 ft ard HHE YrUITT TUTTT 

3HTÈ. 

al yct aIGG 3c5 HTfscÍHIÚI www.sndt.ac. in T HhdF<ldT Hyo HTJTT. 341d 

DR. VILAS NANDAVADEKAR 

REGISTRAR 
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